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Introduction.
The last two years, political developments on the European continent had been focused on
the Eastern and Southern part. Assessments of their status and near future operational
effects of identified developments concentrated on the Donbas, Baltic States and Caucasus
Region. Some were materialized, others were not. It was assessed that ZAPAD 2017 could
present the western world a deeper insight in Putin’s operational targets for the Baltic
Region, Belarus and may pave the path for an offensive to create Novorossiya - his ultimate
dream - to correct the border between Ukraine and the Russian Federation.
In the run up to ZAPAD 2017, operational preparations were impacted by the crisis in the
Middle East. In a way that money was growing scarce, national uproar was intensifying,
brotherhood with Belarus was failing and the West was beefing up its operational support
for the Baltic States and Poland. The question was how the Kremlin would react and
supposedly ZAPAD 2017 could present a clear picture of Putin´s near future reactions.
Assessment and predictions.
General.
The scripted scenario of ZAPAD 2017 will be used as the proper context for this dissertation.
Given the essence of that scenario, the dissertation will start in the Baltic Sea Region
concentrated on Scandinavia, the Baltic States and Poland. In the following paragraphs an
evaluation of the prognoses made prior to the exercise, will be elaborated.
Scandinavia.
Related to the security of the
Scandinavian coastline of the Baltic
Sea Region, the following is of
importance:

For obvious reasons, the
islands of Åland (Finland), Gotland
(Sweden) and Bornland (Denmark)
were incorporated in the scripted
ZAPAD
scenario.
Given
their
geostrategic importance to control
maritime and air corridors to the Baltic
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Sea Region, these islands should be a training objective in any exercise in the Baltic Sea
Region.
When Russian forces succeed in occupying these islands, the RF is able to block NATO
maritime and air Initial Entry (IEF) and Follow on Forces (FOF) to reinforce NATO troops
deployed in the Baltic Region. By doing that, closing the Suwalki Gap with offensive forces
from East Prussia and Belarus territory will be simplified, thus preventing NATO Ground
reinforcements to the Baltic Region and subsequently neutralizing NATO troops already
deployed in the Baltic Region.
Surprisingly for most experts,
Kirkeness
and
Spitsbergen/Svalbard1 played
a role in the ZAPAD 2017
script. Intelligence assets in
Finland
observed
and
monitored an increase of
Russian training activities in
the Finnish-Russian border
region.
As shown on the picture, NATO can exploit Kirkeness and Spitsbergen to control and
eventually block Russian maritime movements from both the Arctic maritime ports
Murmansk and Archangelsk. Therefore, preventing a maritime restriction of movement
(ROM) and keeping its options open, both Norway´s northern area and
Spitsbergen/Svalbard are items in the dedicated target list of the combined Belarus-Russian
force.
 In the ZAPAD 2017 scenario,
the First Operative Echelon (FOE) –
composed of primarily Belarusian
troops - should retake Veishnoria (a
fabricated region in the western part
of Belarus), neutralize and eliminate
the Baltic armies and should be
prepared to be crossed by FOF.
1 Tank army, scripted as part of
Russian FOF, had been tasked to
occupy the Baltic Region, block the
Suwalki gap in close coordination
with forces projected from the East
Prussian enclave; maintain the
offensive momentum and supported
by Russian divisions seize the Baltic
coastal
area
from
Königsberg/Kaliningrad to Narva at
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the Gulf of Finland and the northern coastal part of Poland between Gdansk and Stettin.
Since 1st Tank Army units were not really deployed in training areas on Belarus nor Russian
territory, its activation on paper was surprisingly be judged by many western and Ukrainian
observers as a scenario omission. They evidently did not consider an employment of FOF to
achieve trainings objectives on Baltic territory. That observation provides an insight in the
military expertise as well as an absence in and oversight of Putin´s geostrategic objectives. It
should be clear to those observers that the deployment of a (part of) FOF was bound to
happen in order to exploit the seizure of Veishnoria to eliminate the states that supported
the extremists with weapons and money. In line with the active-reactive operational
concepts of Soviet Times, the deployment of FOF was the logical continuation of the
demonstrated offensive on the Luschski /Luzhsky in the Saint Petersburg region.
Since a projected operation outside Belarusian and Russian territory had not been
forecasted in many articles, the deployment of FOF on paper may seem as a surprise to
many observers of the exercise in the field and behind the desks. Within the geostrategic
context of controlling the entire coastline of the Baltic states and thus securing the Baltic
ports as it was during Soviet times, it makes perfectly sense that the deployment of FOF´s
had been integrated in the ZAPAD scenario. One should bear in mind that Putin and his
inner circle have repeatedly emphasized that the three Baltic States are factual part of the
Russian area of influence and to Putin´s opinion their independent status is unjust and
should therefore temporarily2. The scripted deployment of FOF´s certainly served an
operational target, because Kremlin military experts could detail the already listed plusses
and minuses of an operational employment in the Baltic Region. .
Spear points of ZAPAD 2017
scenario covering maritime and
air corridors to and from the
Baltic Sea Region.
As accentuated above, the 1st
Tank Army´s counteroffensive
continuation
had
been
coordinated
with
Russian
maritime and ground forces
stationed on East Prussian
territory. Prior to the start of
ZAPAD, it had also been assessed
that an amphibious landing
operation might be executed on
the East Prussian coast and/or the
Gulf of Finland coast.
The ZAPAD script confirmed that the Russian army corps stationed in East Prussia (HQ in
Kaliningrad, formerly Köningsberg) would play a supporting role in that counteroffensive
scenario. The Baltic Fleet (HQ Saint Petersburg) supported this operation with the
deployment of Ropusha’ s landing crafts stationed in the vicinity of Königsberg. Naval
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infantry should execute an amphibious operation near Klaipeda, the harbor of Liepaja in
Latvia, subsequently marching to Riga. Thus supporting the counteroffensive launched from
Belarusian territory targeting the seizure of the complete Baltic Region between Gdansk in
Poland to Narva at the Gulf of Finland.


Referring to the annotation of training activities in the Murmansk region near the
Finnish-Norwegian border, it was observed that troops of the Military District Central
(HQ Moscow) carried out small scale exercises limited in space, time and intensity
synchronized with exercise events of ZAPAD 2017. That observation confirmed that
these exercises were carried out closely coordinated with ZAPAD 2017 events.

Belarus.

President Putin’ s General Staff has optimized the operational readiness of all units of the
Military Districts South and Center. On the territory of Belarus, some 13.000 troops
combined in 680 military units3 could be deployed. Sufficient to neutralize the political
management and the leadership of the armed forces of Belarus, when such a situation
should occur. It had been assessed that limited scale revolt and thus a security concern,
could easily be fabricated to beef up the battle force of the Ostrovets Nuclear Power Plant
(NPP) garrison by intensifying troop volume and firepower. Currently the garrison is
manned by National Guard of Saint Petersburg, a non-regular unit under command of the
Ministry of Defense. It was also assessed that the denotation of a non-Ministry of Defense
military unit might be exploited to beef up or transform the garrison into a regular military
battle force in order to provide the required 3-D security cover of the Ostrovets NPP. The
integration of a single or combined S-300 type and infamous BUK (SA 11 Gadfly) medium
range air defense system, might be evidence that a transformation is already in process.
However, there is no indication yet that the Kremlin has already started the process of
beefing up or transforming the Ostrovets garrison.
Ukraine.
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Novorossyia, Putin´s dream and nightmare.
Novorossyia is still one of Putin´s essential dreams, but a number of factors may turn that
dream into a dark nightmare. During the past three years the focus of his hybrid warfare
scheme spear pointed on the Donbas where two proxy armies are continuously trying to
push the confrontation line further west. Unfortunately, the Middle East crisis and the
intensification of Islamic Extremism in the Caucasus and Afghanistan as a projection base for
a Jihad situation in Central Asian states, did interrupt the successful continuation of that
Hybrid Warfare scheme.
The question is how Putin will proceed in the eastern part of the Ukraine? His proposal of a
Peace Keeping Force to protect the observers of the OSCE in that part of the Ukraine is a no
brainer. Given the stretch and vagueness of his proposal, nobody in the western world
seems to buy that peace offer. Since his proposal did not reflect any change to his MINSK II
approach, it had been predicted in the run off phase of ZAPAD 2017 that the West would be
very skeptical about the integrity of his proposal and would subsequently dismiss it.
Presumably, the West has left Putin just one option to fulfill his long lasting dream: using
military force to realize Novorossiya.
Ukrainian observers monitoring the movements of proxy armies and Russian troops since
the start of ZAPAD 2017, have identified some troublesome activities. In the past weeks,
troops and supplies (especially fuel and ammunition) have been transported by train and
truck to locations close to the Russian border a.o. Rostov Oblast. These activities seem
similar to those in the build up phase of Operation Barbarossa in WW II and may result in a
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700 armored vehicles, overpowering artillery and rotor platform fighting capability. Beside
fighting capability, observers also identified materiel to cross rivers and modeled terrain, to
breach minefields and combined mine and obstacle fields.
Operational offensive
alternative.
Commonly, reconnaissance of
special units signals the end of
the preparation phase of an
upcoming
offensive
and
Ukrainian troops deployed at
the Confrontation Line did
identify personnel of
3
Spetnatz brigade (Togliatti,
Samara Oblast) on the
Siverskyi Donets River banks.
This unit had clearly been
tasked to search for weak
spots in the Ukrainian
defensive lines.
Besides Spetnatz personnel, they also identified the ISR drone type Forpost4. The drone is
still a national Russian asset; not sold to any interested other country. Russian troops have
executed or are in the process to execute Blitzkrieg like exercises outside training areas and
synchronized 3-D operations combined with life firing targeting on training areas and firing
ranges. Fine-tuning the harmonization and synchronization of high tempo ground-air
operations seemed to be the main training objective. Up till now, Ukraine has not signaled
any changes in communication patters, FSB’s maskirovka campaign, intensification of media
censorship nor a deployment of forward HQs, higher frequency of flights in the border
region or movements of troops stressing reorganization or reallocation activities.
Not yet!
Still the question is when, where and how one or more offensives will be launched to
complete Novorossiya on Ukrainian territory. A number of scenario´s have been scripted
and published. In most scenario´s the proxy forces in the Donbas region may create the
precursors for a Russian offensive in depth towards Dnjepr5 and Crimea as shown in the
chart above. When troops are moving to their Forward Operation Bases (FOB´s) and
supplies are at the required levels and in place, one may conclude which scenario is the
more likely alternative to be carried out. According to Ukrainian observers, one of the
scenario´s is pictured as:


Military District South has been beefed up with at least three Army corps and these
Corps may form the First Strategic Echelon of an offensive towards Mariupol to
eliminate enemy forces there using the well-known German Kesselschlacht tactic. 1st
Army Corps may launch its offensive from the DPR region and 2nd Army Corps north
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of Luhansk. They have to push to the road Donetsk-Arvtemish and realize
bridgeheads.
Simultaneously, an attack will be launched from the Transnistria region 6 towards
Odessa.
At the Donetsk-Artevmish Road the Second Strategic Echelon – Tank Corps –will pass
the First Echelon, penetrate and crack the Ukrainian Defensive lines. The follow on
operation depends heavily on the success of a power projection on Ukrainian
territory, the effectiveness of the 3-D fire and maneuver support by forces
positioned in the north of the Black Sea Coast and Crimea and the operational tempo
that can be developed after cracking the Ukrainian Defensive lines.
The final operational target is a corridor from the Donbas power projection base to
the Crimea Peninsula connecting with the brigade size force from Transnistria.

As stressed above, this is just one of more possible scenario´s to achieve the northern
border of Novorossiya and it might be possible that during the operational movement, plans
have to be adjusted given the (lack of) success.
The Caucasus.
The Khorasan emirate.
The Caucasus region
represented in the ZAPAD
setting nothing more
than a side dish. For
reasons unknown, this
part of the European
theater was not exploited
to find an operational
method within the Hybrid
Warfare
context
to
marginalize
the
extremists influence and
block their expansion.
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One line of operation that could be used to achieve training objectives, is the protection of
pipelines running from Caspian to the Black Sea ports. It is not a very complex effort to
create a threat to the respective pipelines. Returning wild and disappointed Jihadists to the
region might be one option. The Jihadists interests could be limited to create havoc in
Dagestan and Chechnya or they may strive for a regional target e.g. the creation of the
Khorosan Emirate. This Emirate has the inherent power to create cracks in the Caucasus
region threatening the transport of fossil commodities.
In that line of
operations,
the
garrison
in
Guymri, in the
north western part
of Armenia, where
a 5000 strong
contingent
has
grown into a fourdimensional force
equipped
with
BUK,7 S-300 air
defense systems,
MI 35M attack
helicopters and MIG 29 fighter bombers, can be deployed to counter that threat.
May be the artificially achieved stability in the Caucasus region has given Kremlin planners
the idea that a scripted scenario to counter activities to create a Khorasan Emirate might
distract the focus of players in the field and in the respective military installations in a way
that the achievement of exercise targets on Belarus territory and Baltic region could be
harmed. Unfortunately, we do not have a clue in what way the Kremlin will fight Islamic
extremists terror in that part of the European Theater.
The Balkans.
Prior to the start of ZAPAD 2017, the
European Union personalized by
Juncker, expressed the idea expanding
the Schengen territory with Serbia and
Montenegro. Thus presenting Putin an
opportunity to export his Hybrid
Warfare scheme into NATO territory. In
that part of the Balkans a Georgia
scenario could be feasible exploiting
the old buddy Serbia as a crowbar to
disrupt European stability. Again, like
the Caucasus Region, Putin did not
exploit the Balkan Card in order to
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expand his Hybrid Warfare to NATO territory. Why did not he use that opportunity? It was
the chance to distract NATO´s focus from the Baltic Region and expand his operational
margins there.
In January of this year the West indeed thought that Putin was expanding his Hybrid
Warfare model into the Balkans. A Serbian train painted with slogans like “Kosovo is Serbia”
tried to enter Kosovo and it almost ended in a confrontation between Serbian and NATO
forces. Serbia made it very clear that its ambition is and will be bringing Kosovo back under
the Serbian security umbrella. Intensified aggression in this part of the European theater
could further distract the attention of the Europeans from the possible Russian
developments in Belarus and Ukraine. A scenario in that respect could been attached as an
annex to the script of ZAPAD 2017.
Middle East.
The Middle East presented ample opportunities to fool the West and widening the margins
for a subversion to the unbalanced stability of Belarus and Ukraine. On the other hand, the
never ending story of the Middle East causes a dwindling support under the Russian
population, A research of the Levada Centre (an independent NGO) on the popular support
to strengthen the Russian operational and political impact in Syria, indicated that 49% of the
participants declined such a move. However, Middle Eastern challenges had not been
incorporated in the ZAPAD scenario.
Russian Far East.
Four Chinese platforms participated in a Russian maritime exercise in open waters of the
Vladivostok region. The operational training objective of that exercise remains in the dark. It
might be related to the increasing tensions around and on the Korean Peninsula. Carried out
in the same timeframe as ZAPAD 2017, the scenario might or might not be connected to the
maritime spear points of ZAPAD 2017. No additional information is available, that may
clarify the training targets to be achieved.
Findings.
ZAPAD 2017 has underlined a number of findings:





ZAPAD 2017 was more of the same and Putin´s near future plans are still hanging in
the dark.
ZAPAD 2017 was clearly a demonstration of Russian military force. The scenario
underlined that getting back the Baltic states and the greater part of the Ukraine are
still number one priorities. The scripted scenario also highlighted the strategic
importance of the Baltic Sea islands and the northern part of Norway for both the
West and East. The scenario also underlined that fake news8 is and obviously will
stay a substantial element of Putin´s hybrid warfare model.
Putin is still challenging the West in the operational and political field and is
continuously masking his true objectives. However, within the context of the
exercise, he did not utilize the ample opportunities in and outside the European
Theater. Therefore, it is very obvious that a military confrontation with the West is
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not what he is looking for. On the other hand, Putin is continuously searching for
opportunities to inflict cracks in the European and NATO fundament by executing
small scale and low intensity provocations within the context of his Hybrid Warfare
Model. His ultimate objective was and still is the creation of a Soviet Union 2.0, but
that endeavor might be thwarted by undesirable developments and events in both
the Caucasus and Belarus.
Despite the fact, that Putin did not exploit the opportunity to increase tensions in its
border regions in an active way, passively the exercise did mount pressure on
various western governments. Although, nothing serious happened within the
context of ZAPAD 2017, these grand scale exercises like KAVKAZ 2009 should be
closely monitored as soon as signals point to the concentration of massive military
force in the periphery of Alliance and European territory.
ZAPAD 2017 punctuated very clearly that Lukashenko is still a member of Putin´s
household. Although his statements prior to the start of ZAPAD 2017 reflected a
declining loyalty, ZAPAD proved that his loyalty is strong enough to keep him aboard
the Russian ship of state. Despite the fact that Lukashenko depends for various
reasons (economy and military wise) on Russia, he seems very decisive to exploit any
opportunity improving ties with the West, From a military point of view, it is
understandable that the Kremlin will not loosen its grip on Minsk. The geostrategic
situation of Belarus is too important in the light of the isolated status of the
Kaliningrad and the alternatives to hamper and block NATO ground, air and maritime
reinforcements for the Baltic States.
Therefore, beefing up the Ostrovets garrison and transforming the garrison into a
true military base supposedly to better protect the NPP, can still be expected in the
short or middle term. Given the current semi-military status of the garrison, Russia
may be able to duck the appropriate military agreements that forbid” to station a
military base on foreign territory”9. If the Kremlin is able to survive a political storm
following the described move, NATO may be confronted with Air Defense systems
close to the Baltic states creating a blackmail scenario for all civilian air manoeuvres
coming from and going to Vilnius airport. If NATO decides to counter that threat by
permanently deploying NATO forces on the Baltic states territory, tensions in the
Belarus/Russian border region will certainly rise.
Aurora 17 scenario.
 AURORA 17, 4000
NATO troops10 deployed on
Baltic
soil
and
the
reinforcement of the Air
Policing Unit (Siauliai,
Lithuania)
with
two
squadron’ s with top of the
art American F35, were
probably the required
insurances to prevent
accidental endeavor’s in the Baltic Sea Region.
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Other developments must have alerted Putin that the West is willing and able to
counter any armed provocation in the eastern border region of the Ukraine.
Obviously, the activation of a NATO maritime Black Sea component11, the exercise
Rapid Trident12 and an exercise in the Starokonstantinov region,13 probably had a
similar psychological effect as the “Enhanced forward Presence” Battalions in Poland
and the Baltic nations. The entire territory of Ukraine was riddled with NATO troops
and units from all branches.



It seems that NATO measures related to ZAPAD 2017 exercise, prevented any
outbreak of hostility, small scale provocations and in the case of Ukraine, an
increase in the ongoing war. However, Ukrainian observers identified Russian
operational Build up activities and limited reorganization activities in the East
Ukrainian Border region. That signals hat Putin´s ambition to realize Novorossiya is
still in place and running.
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According to the well informed journalist; Cecil Stormark, referring to “sources in the Norwegian
Intelligence service” Spitsbergen was also part of the exercise scnario of ZAPAD 2017. De
Norwegian Ministry of Defense admitted that there was a strong increase of electromagnetic
disturbances coming from East Prussia that caused to effectively paralyzed the Norwegian GSM
network for several hours.
2
A statement, made by the politician Zhirinovsky, after just receiving a high military order:
“Poland—the Baltics—they are on the whole doomed. They’ll be wiped out. There will be nothing
left. Let them re-think this, these leaders of these little dwarf states. How they are leaving
themselves vulnerable. Nothing threatens America, it’s far away. But Eastern Europe countries will
place themselves under the threat of total annihilation. Only they themselves will be to blame.
Because we cannot allow missiles and planes to be aimed at Russia from their territories. We have
to destroy them half an hour before they launch. And then we have to do carpet bombing so that
not a single launch pad remains or even one plane. So—no Baltics, no Poland.” Statements like this
can only be made with the support of the Kremlin leadership.
3
Article ZAPAD 2017 of 17 August 2017
4
Russian version of the Israeli IAI Searcher II drone.
5
Executing feints and limited attacks; supporting Spetnaz and other special forces operations in
front of the proxy forces.
6
Transnistria: The illegally occupied part of Moldova, where in the Soviet period the Russian 14th
Army was stationed.
7
BUK. NAVO name SA-11. Gadfly.
8
In the run up to the start of the exercise, Sputnik” reported a growing unrest in the Latgale region
of Latvia, the Narva region of Estonia as well as in the Lithuanian Vilnius “krai” (Russian for
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province), the regions Suvalkia and Zemaitiia8, Kurland in Latvia and on the Estonian islands of
Hiiumaa and Saareman (Oessel and Dago)
9
In The Russian NATO founding Act of 1997 it was stated that no military bases (Russian and NATO)
were allowed to be positioned close to the Russian borders
10
These 4000 troops are spread out over Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. It is clear that these
relatively small units of battalion plus size are not a real military threat. The preparation time of
four months is far too short to expect a successful operational performance. But the presence of
that many NATO countries would increase the chance for confrontation with NATO troops, which is
one of Putin’ s most important considerations
11
HQ located in Constanza, Romania, the component filled with maritime platforms from Turkey,
Romania, France and partner nations Georgia and Ukraine reinforced by a brigade sized US land
component.
12
RAPID TRIDENT” was executed on the Peace Keeping Training area near Yavoriv western Ukraine.
1800 soldiers from 14 countries ( a.o. Bulgaria, Canada, Estonia, Italy, Georgia, Lithuania, Moldova,
Poland, Romania, Turkey, Great Britain and the USA) participated.
13
Medical air transport, tactical airlift and airdrop, logistical planning and equipment preparation
measures have been trained by personnel of some Western countries.
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